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Preface

‘Tis insightful that plants grow in the opposite direc-
tion to human beings, with their roots as their heads 
underground, they grow from the bottom up into our 
world...1 Amongst all the many resources befitting 
human beings, we find only necessities and luxuries. 
Common people and children alike know of the need 
for necessities such as rice and millet, and the hun-
ger that demands food, as well as how essential silk 
and hemp are to protect us from the weather. How-
ever, such as they are not always able to appreciate the 
way a fine tea distills the exquisite essence of Ou and  
Min,2 endowed with the spirit of those hills and streams. 
A fine tea can dispel and cleanse obstructions, lead-
ing to clarity and balance. But the seemingly subdued 
flavor, and the delicate tranquility inspired by fine tea 
is an acquired taste that can’t be enjoyed in a time of 
upheaval.3

Since the early period of this dynasty, the tea cakes 
marked with dragon and phoenix patterns called 
Longtuan,4 Fengbing5 and Huoyuan6 from the Jian River 
area have been made exclusively for the imperial fam-
ily.7 These treasured cakes have become the most famous 
teas under Heaven. Nowadays, hundreds of lost crafts 
and arts are flourishing again due to the effortless cur-
rents8 of the four seas.9 Court officials and civilians alike 
work so hard and well that the emperor does not have to 
expend much effort governing. As a result of this peace 
and prosperity, the gentry and peasantry have both ben-
efitted from the glory of the imperial court, and become 
cultivated in high culture, refining activities such as 
tea drinking. Consequently, tea has flourished over the 
past decade. Tea farmers have learned to pick only the 
finest of leaves, have improved their processing skills, 

cultivated more varieties of tea than ever before and the 
people have developed new brewing techniques to pre-
pare them. You could say that there is always a natural 
rise and fall to any cultural practice, and the market sur-
rounding it, but destiny, and the Mandate of Heaven, 
have also played a part in the rise of tea culture. For 
during times of turmoil, one has to strive that much 
more in the search for daily necessities that one hasn’t 
the free time to devote to a luxury like tea.10 But after 
a long period of peace, one begins to grow bored with 
the usual routine and pursue luxurious and exquisite 
novelties. For example, people nowadays are spending 
more and more time indulging themselves in grinding 
tea cakes that are as precious as jade or gold in order to 
savor the tea’s essence that much more.11 All the nobles 
under Heaven can afford to revel in the appreciation of 
exquisite rare tea, seeking its literary gems and pretty- 
sounding bits of golden verse, sipping from its flowers 
and sucking on its blossoms, weighing the value of its 
literature, debating the distinctions in its appraisal and 
judgment, not to mention the innovative designs of 
their teaware collections. Even the poorest folk are not 
ashamed to store some tea at home.12 Verily, in such an 
enlightened era, a person can choose to express them-
selves to the utmost degree, and even the spirits of all 
the cultivated plants can be developed to their fullest 
potential.13 I too happened to have a day of leisure to 
dwell upon the subtleties and wonders of tea. And for 
the posterity of later generations, I would like to share 
my experience in twenty small essays to be called the 
Treatise on Tea. 
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Notes

Note on Title: The original title is “Treatise on Tea  
(茶論),” but it was later shortened to “On Tea.” We sup-
pose that the shortening was to avoid confusion with 
essays on tea written by others. For example, Shen Gua, 
(沈括, 1031-1095), a famous critic from Hangzhou, in 
a slightly earlier time also wrote an essay entitled “On 
Tea.”  Out of the twenty-six years he reigned, Huizong 
(1082-1135) changed his regnal title five times. As a re-
sult, Huizong has six regnal titles altogether. Chinese 
literati liked to impress others by name dropping, or be-
ing very precise in minor details.  Since this treatise is 
written during the Daguan reign period, which literally 
translates to “Grand View”, people have also referred to 
this treatise as the “Daguan Tea Treatise.”

1. Many indigenous cultures believe, and expressed 
in their mytho-poetry, that the world and lives of 
plants takes place underground. The part that we 
see and eat is therefore but the roofs of the plant 
city, which is thriving underground.

2. Modern day Zhejiang and Fujian.

3. It may seem as if the emperor is starting off with a 
condescending tone, but as you read through the 
preface, you begin to see that he is celebrating the 
abundance of his time and honoring the fact that in 
other, more tumultuous times, people didn’t have 
the liberty to pursue the culture and refinement of 
tea, let alone its spiritual dimensions. Later, he says 
that even the common people can enjoy tea now 
that there is peace and prosperity. Much of this 
message is all the more important for us modern 
tea lovers, as we enjoy an unparalleled abundance 
of tea, including the best tea magazine ever, which 
comes with such great tea and awesome transla-
tions of ancient texts!

4. Literally, “dragon rounds.”

5. Literally, “phoenix cakes.”

6. Huoyuan (壑源) tea was a tribute tea from Jian-
zhou. Song celebrities such as the famous poet Su 
Shi wrote a poem about how his friend sent him 
some fantastic Huoyuan tea. As a prolific poet who 
wrote a lot about his own daily life, he wrote many 
poems on social gatherings including food, tea and 
wines. He was the most influential literary figure in 
the Northern Song Dynasty. The most famous cal-
ligrapher, Mi Fu, also wrote a poem documenting 
his visit to Tiao River (苕 河), which also mentions 
Huoyuan tea.

7. The Jian River (建 河) is a tributary of  the Min River  
(閩 河), which runs through Jianzhou (建州). 

8. Throughout the text, the emperor often betrays his 
Daoists influences. Here he uses the phrase “wu wei 
(無為),” like Wu De’s ordination name. It means  

“effortless effort,” referring to the spontaneous pres-
ence and flow of a sage’s participation in the world.

9. This Chinese phrase (五湖四海) refers to the 
world, much as we say the “seven seas.” It literally 
translates as “five lakes and four seas.”

10. It’s interesting that the emperor lists tea as a luxury. 
Tea was considered one of the “Seven Necessities,” 
along with firewood, oil, rice, salt, vinegar and soy 
sauce. This list is attributed to the book The East-
ern Capital: A Dream of Splendor, which was con-
temporary to emperor Huizong. It obviously wasn’t 
popularized until later, especially by tea lovers who 
always cited it since it heralded their beloved. Wu 
De often teaches that ‘tea as luxury’ means we have 
to be even more environmentally conscious, as 
there can be no justification for luxury items that 
come at the cost of the environment.

11. The modern version could read “For example, peo-
ple nowadays are spending more and more time 
reading Global Tea Hut in order to savor their teas’ 
essence that much more.”

12. The Song Dynasty is when tea really started to 
become available to the common people of Chi-
na, even in urban areas. It was always a part of 
life in tea-growing regions, especially Yunnan and  
Szechuan, however. 

13. It’s interesting to contemplate this sentence juxta-
posed with the first sentence of the preface.

Here are some different shapes 
and styles of “Dragon Rounds,” the  

tribute cakes sent to the palace.
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Locale

When planting a tea garden along a steep slope, 
it is better to cultivate the eastern, sunny side. On the 
other hand, if the garden is located on a hill or in a val-
ley, then it is better to choose a shady area. According 
to traditional Chinese medicine, the nature of moun-
tains and rocks is cool, and therefore not conducive 
to the vibrancy of plants, which can affect the essence 
of the tea. It is important for craggy, rocky gardens to 
get enough sunshine and warmth for the trees to grow 
well.1 In general, there is plenty of sunshine on gen-
tler slopes and the soil is often more fertile in the val-
leys. The trees there tend to flourish, budding in verdant 
flushes, though they often wilt and fall more readily. 
Such tea tends to be more aromatic and richer in flavor. 
It is important to ensure that there is enough moisture 
flowing through the hills and valleys to strengthen the 
leaves and harmonize the balance of the garden. Only 
when the yin and yang of the natural environment are 
well balanced will the tea grow vibrantly.

Season & Weather

The labor of crafting tea begins at the Awakening of In-
sects,2 though the harvest will depend completely upon 
the weather. If it remains cool at this time of year, the 
buds unfold slowly. The farmers will then have enough 
time to work calmly, and the color and flavor of the tea 
will be harmoniously balanced. However, as it gets warm-
er, the buds grow rapidly and the farmers must hasten 
to the pace of the leaves. It is a heavy burden for them 
to force their labor around the sundial in order to finish 
the tea processing.3 After the leaves are plucked, they are 
steamed.4 Then the leaves are pressed to remove excess 
moisture and bring out the essence from within.5 After 
that, the leaves will be ground and compressed into the 
final shape of the cake.6 Timing is everything in the cre-
ation of fine tea. With any hesitation, the color and flavor 
of the tea will be off balance. Therefore, tea makers cele-
brate the blessings of Heaven when the weather cooper-
ates with the harvest.

Picking & Selection

Tea leaves can only be picked in the brief moments 
between dawn and the rise of the sun. The pickers 
should pluck the young stems off with their finger-
nails, without touching the leaves at all, for fear that the 
energy, smell7 and sweat from their fingers could over-
power the delicate leaves. They often bring fresh water 
with them to dip the buds in after plucking them. The 
buds that are the size of a grain and resemble a sparrow’s 
tongue are the highest grade. One stem and one leaf are 

choice buds, followed by one stem and two leaves. The 
rest of the flush will be inferior. When the young buds 
first emerge, plucking such nascent white, bulb-shaped 
leaves would cause the tea to be off balance and bitter. 
And it is too late if the leaves have withered, looking like 
the dark knots of a bird’s tawny band,8 tarnishing the 
color of the tea.9

Steaming and Pressing

Steaming and pressing the leaves are the most cru-
cial steps in the whole process of making fine tea. If the 
leaves are under-steamed, they will be weak and pasty. 
The color of such tea is green and the liquor tastes bitter. 
And if the leaves are over-steamed, the buds shall wilt. 
The shade of such a tea is reddish, and the compressed 
cakes crumble apart too easily. After steaming, pres-
sure is applied to draw out the excess moisture infused 
during the blanching process. If the leaves are pressed 
too firmly, the aroma and flavor of the tea will escape. 
On the other hand, if the leaves are not pressed enough, 
the liquor will be dark and taste tart.10 When the buds 
are steamed to perfection, the tea will fill the room with 
a wonderful fragrance. Knowing when the moisture has 
been pressed out and the essence released, and lifting 
pressure at that precise moment, requires great skill. In 
fine tea, three-fourths of the quality lies in mastering 
these two steps. 

Tea Making

Washing the buds as they are picked, to maintain 
purity, is of the utmost importance. In the same way, the 
utensils used in tea processing must also be clean and 
pure.11 The leaves have to then be steamed to the perfect 
degree, completely ripe for grinding, and then roasted 
to a flawless balance. If the tea liquor is gritty, then this 
point of perfect poise was not achieved. If the marble of 
the leaves in the finished cakes looks red and dry, then 
this batch of tea was over-roasted. Consequently, before 
the whole process starts, tea makers should master the 
art of harmonizing their work with Nature, so that the 
sun rises and sets with the production of a perfect tea, 
from harvest to completion. The key is to ensure that 
there is enough daylight and skill to finish processing all 
the harvested leaves in one day, as any leaves left undone 
at sunset shall be robbed of their quality by the passage 
of night.



Notes

1. As we discussed in our Wuyi issue, this is one of 
the magical qualities of Rock Tea. The cliffs of Wuyi 
absorb the sun’s heat and warm the tea trees.

2. The “Awakening of Insects, Jingzhe (驚蟄)” is the 
third of twenty four solar terms in a traditional Chi-
nese calendar, based on celestial longitude.  It was 
usually from around the 5th to the 20th of March.

3. When amount and money overpower a love of tea 
and Nature, the pressure to make ends meet dam-
ages the essence of the tea and its medicinal power 
in our lives. This explains why many people would 
never think to describe their tea as “medicinal.”

4. This is how the oxidation was arrested at the time.

5. This is probably something akin to the rolling that 
happens nowadays to break down the cells and re-
lease the juices in the leaves, furthering oxidation 
and shaping the tea.

6. Some experts suggest water was added back during 
the grinding of the tea to make a kind of paste that 
would facilitate compression. 

7. The word “Qi (氣)” is used here, which could mean 
“energy” or “smell.“ We chose to include both.

8. There is some confusion between whether the cor-
rect term is “dark knots” or is a simile to a “bird.” 
We chose both.

9. Know your terms: The term baihe (白和) referred 
to the undeveloped bud enclosed by two vegetal 
sheaths. Baihe was considered either desirable or 
undesirable; critics believed that the bud impart-
ed bitterness to tea that was undesirable. The term  
wudai (烏帶) referred to leaf bud stems that were 
also considered detrimental to the color of tea. The 
term queshe (雀舌) referred to tea buds of the size 
and shape of sparrow's tongues, i.e., pointed, oblate, 
and tiny. The term doupin (鬥品) may be translated 
as “competition grade,” that is to say, the penulti-
mate quality of tea that produced a pale liquor and 
a stiff froth when whisked.

10. Huizong’s Daoist esotericism is evident here as 
well, in his penchant towards perfect balance—a 
balance that cannot be taught in words. This point 
of balance is not something a father can hand to a 
son; it must be found and lived experientially. This 
is all metaphorical for living in harmony with the 
Dao.

11. We believe that the language here denotes spiritual 
purity as much as hygienic cleanliness. Cha Dao is 
eighty percent cleaning!

1
2

3

4 5

1. Basket for tea picking.

2. Sieve, called a "bili (芘莉)." 
Used for winnowing leaves 
before/after steaming.

3. Stove (zao, 竈), wok (fu, 釜) 
and steamer (zeng, 甑) used 
to process the leaves.

4. Large mortar and pestle 
for crushing tea leaves after 
steaming.

5. Table (cheng, 承) for com-
pressing and molds (gui, 規)  
for the tea cakes.
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Appraising Tea

Tea cakes are compressed into many shapes and sizes, 
similar in kind, though every one is unique, not unlike 
people’s features. When the leaves are compressed too 
tightly, the cake will be dry. There will then be crev-
ices on the surface of such tea cakes. Cakes that are 
too loose, on the other hand, are full of moisture. They 
feel harder to the touch, and display shallow wrinkles 
across the surface. Tea cakes made within a single day 
shine a bluish-purple hue, whilst those that are allowed 
to pass overnight halfway-done are matte, obstruct-
ing the light.1 Some cakes might seem shiny at first 
glance, almost glossy, like a red prayer candle, though 
the ground powder turns white and the liquor is yel-
low. Other cakes are tightly-pressed and pale green, with 
a grayish powder that looks even bleaker after water is 
added. Some cakes are shiny in appearance, and hence 
popular to beginners; though, as they later discover, the 
inside is dull. Conversely, there are tea cakes that are 
bright and silvery on the inside, even though the surface 
does not reveal any of the hidden virtue inside.2 The vast 
spectrum of tea cakes makes it difficult to make lasting 
generalizations. However, the qualities of the finest tea 
cakes can be summarized as follows: A fine cake should 
be illuminant in a single, bright and clear hue, the tex-
ture should be congruent throughout, and the cake 
should be neither too loose nor too tight. A tea cake 
should not crumble easily; there’s a certain delightful 
resistance when grinding a fine cake.3 Some aspects of a 
fine tea can be expressed in a rule of thumb, but to truly 
comprehend quality requires experience, insight and 
intuition.4 Unfortunately, some greedy merchants pur-
chase tea that has been steamed by private tea produc-
ers to save time in their own processing.5 Others crush 
tea cakes and re-shape them into their own molds. Even 
though they can claim such re-processed cakes as their 
own, and the appearance and the label might be similar, 
one can learn to discern their true quality by scrutiniz-
ing the color and texture of the cake carefully.6

White Tea

White tea is unique amongst all the tea under 
Heaven. The branches of the trees flare out wide and 
the leaves are so thin they are nigh translucent. White 
tea trees grow wild and sporadic, so they cannot be 
domesticated by man. White tea cakes are only avail-
able from four or five houses,7 which own but one or 
two trees respectively. Therefore, each house can barely 
produce up to three cakes. These priceless cakes are dif-
ferent from all others, in name and shape alike. Instead 
of the usual square-shaped cake, called a “pian,” white 
tea is made into a floral-shaped cake called a “kua.” The 
precious rarity of white buds, and therefore lack of expe-

rience processing them, means that it is difficult for tea 
makers to perfect the art of crafting white tea cakes. And 
if these treasured white leaves are not processed with 
great care and skill, they lose their matchless distinction 
and fall into mediocrity. The top grade white tea cakes 
have a harmonious texture and appearance inside and 
out. Such cakes glow, radiant like the finest jade held up 
to the light. Some private tea manufacturers manage to 
produce white tea cakes, but the quality is inferior.8

Grinders and Sieves 

The best grinders are forged of pure silver. Wrought 
iron produces the second best, and pig iron is the next 
highest. Since pig iron does not go through a thor-
ough smelting process, there are a lot of impurities 
in it, which can contaminate the tea.9 To say the least, 
the color of the tea powder will be darker using such a 
grinder. The sides of the pestle should be sheer and the 
trench deep. The rolling grinder on top should be sharp 
and thin. When the groove is deep enough, the ground 
tea powder concentrates in the center and is easier 
to collect. And when the wheel is sharp and thin, one 
can maneuver it smoothly, without hitting the sides or 
getting stuck. In grinding tea to powder, one should 
employ speed and power, since the longer it takes to 
grind, the more the metal can contaminate the color, 
especially if one is using iron.10

If the silk sieve is fine and taut, the tea powder will 
not clog the mesh. Do not be afraid to sieve the tea 
powder multiple times. As long as the thread is fine 
enough, the sieve will be light and all that much easier 
to be held flat and tight. Such a sieve can be reused sev-
eral times without wasting tea powder or obstructing 
the openings. Finer, re-sieved tea powder tends to be 
lighter and therefore rises to the top when whisked. This 
forms a layer of foam, not unlike millet porridge, which 
focuses and reflects the color of the tea most beautifully. 

The finest grinders were wrought of 

pure silver and often inlaid with gold. 

Ordinary tea lovers used stone with a 
wood dowel or even ceramic grinders. 

It's interesting that we ordinarily sug-

gest that metal not touch tea itself, as 

wood and metal are contrary energies. 

However, pure silver or gold can miti-
gate this.

Treatise on Tea
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Notes

1. Master Lin often teaches that fine tea and teaware 
glows from within, while lower quality tea and 
teaware is dull and the light pools, making it seem 
shinier, but only on the surface.

2. These descriptions describe the results of Daoist spir-
itual cultivation as aptly as they do cakes of tea.

3. All of these apply to puerh cakes.

4. In other words, as Master Lin always says: “If and 
until you try a fine cup of tea, it’s to hard to tell!”

5. Here we see some of the emperor’s humanity shining 
through. Of course, as an emperor, everything Hui-
zong had in his palace was made exclusively for him 
(other than antiques). Of course, all the objects made 
for the royal family were the best in the kingdom, 
and could only be made in selective royal processing 
institutions. So private (non-government) industries 
were considered ordinary, and not of real quality. The 
emperor is saying here that some government-sanc-
tioned producers buy tea from private houses to save 
time, in other words.

6. Even today unscrupulous merchants take the wrap-
pings off of puerh cakes and put on their own, use 
beautiful, cosmetic leaves on the outside of a cake, 
though the inside is made of cheaper, plantation tea, 

etc. Truly, one must be able to discern the truth.

7. This is a literal translation of a business, which was 
called a “house.”Chinese people didn’t separate their 
work and life, and many of the older generations still 
do not even today. This means that they are what 
they do. They live above their workplaces, literally.

8. Once again, the emperor is referring to non-govern-
ment facilities, which he considers inferior to the roy-
al houses. 

9. This is the iron that the best tetsubin are cast from. 
It is very desirable in a kettle. This may be to do with 
the iron used in Japan, which had fewer impurities, 
or to an aesthetic and energetic preference for the 
more natural, blended iron full of “impurities.”

10. In the Chinese text, this sentence is in the section on 
sieves. We changed the order and put it together with 
the other sentences about grinders in this paragraph. 
Also, metal and tea do not accord in Traditional Chi-
nese Medicine, which is why teapots rarely function 
well when they are made of metal.
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Tea Bowls

The most exquisite tea bowls are a dark bluish-black 
with delicate white highlights, called “rabbit’s fur” or 
“marbled jade.” Such bowls contrast with and heighten 
the whiteness of the tea froth. It is important for a tea 
bowl to be slightly higher and wider at the bottom than 
a rice bowl.1 The extra space allows for more breadth to 
whisk the tea, ensuring a fluffy, cloud-like foam to form 
over the tea. However, the proper size of a tea bowl shall 
truly be determined by the amount of tea one desires. 
If the bowl is too large for the amount of tea, then the 
color of the tea will not be fully enhanced. On the other 
hand, if there is too much powder in too small a bowl, 
then the tea will be gritty and not rise in froth.2 When 
the bowls are pre-heated, the foam will linger much lon-
ger.3

Bamboo whisk

The whisk should be made of old bamboo4 so that 
the handle has a weight and bearing that firmly join it to 
the hand, making it fluid to maneuver. Furthermore, a 
heavier handle will generate momentum when it is being 
looped and twirled through the tea. In addition, the 
fibers of older bamboo stalks are tougher, which will add 
to the power of the whisking energy. It’s important that 
there are spaces between the flanges of the whisk, and 
that these strong roots of the whisk taper down to sword 
tips. A sharp edge will be quieter, reduce splashing and 
help cut through the liquor to make the finest froth.

Water Vase5

The finest water vases are made of gold and silver. 
The elegance in pouring will largely be determined by 
a long and graceful spout. The spout should be pro-
portionate, with a straight curve and a larger base that 
tapers to a thinner mouth. A long, balanced spout that 
is well crafted will allow for skillful control of the water 
when pouring, and decrease the possibility of unwanted 
dribbles and splashes. In addition, the mouth of the 
spout should be tiny and oval with a teardrop angle. 
Such a vase will cut the water flow with ease, ending a 
pour without losing a drop.6 This is very important 
because it requires precisely seven gusts of hot water to 
create the perfect froth across surface of the tea.7 A sin-
gle droplet of water would therefore disturb the foam 
whisked over the surface of the tea liquor.  

Ladle

The proper size for a ladle is roughly what is ade-
quate for a single bowl of tea.8 If there is excess water 
in the ladle, one will have to pour the leftovers back. If 
one ladle is not enough for the size of the bowl, then 
one will need to add another. Such adjustments delay 
the whisking and the liquor in the bowl shall grow cold.9

Water

The finest water for tea satisfies the following four 
elements: it is clear, light, sweet and pure. The first of 
these can be judged by eye. If the water is cloudy, it is 
surely low quality. Second, the lightest water is always 
better for tea.10 When tasting the water, there should be 
no foul, bitter or otherwise undesirable flavors. Third, 
fine water conveys a faint hint of a sweet aftertaste. And 
last but not least, the water has to be clean and pure, of 
course. Finding water that is clear, light, sweet and pure 
shall reflect the environment of the water source. Great 
water sources are few and far between. Legend has it that 
the waters of Zhongling, Zhenjing and Hui Mountain, 
Wuxi are the best, though these might, understandably, 
be thousands of miles away from one’s home.11 There-
fore, the best water shall be found in a nearby clean and 
clear mountain spring, while drawing from a well that 
is used often shall be the second best choice.12 Waters 
drawn from rivers and brooks tend to have an unpleas-
ant odor, and are often muddy even though they may be 
light and and sweet. Therefore, the waters from streams 
and rivers are not often favorable for preparing tea. The 
water should be boiled to crab or fish eyes.13 If the water 
turns old, simply add fresh water and boil it again; then 
it can be enjoyed again.14

This famous painting shows a bus-

tling Song Dynasty road, with tea 
merchants busy selling tea cakes and 

also whisked tea by the bowl. It has a 

charm and makes you feel like you're 
there. On the following page, we have 

some beautiful examples of Song ewers 

and bowls as well.

Treatise on Tea



Notes

1. Many of us start out with rice bowls. But it is nice to 
get a bowl made for tea, with tea spirit!

2. The Daoist balance references of neither too much 
nor too little, too great nor too small, etc. continue 
all throughout, suggesting that perfect point of har-
mony that can’t be taught in words and takes a life-
time to find. This is why tea is a spiritual cultivation.

3. Preserve the heat and begin to absorb peace.

4. The emperor is referring to the age of the plant itself, 
not to the piece of bamboo. Old-growth bamboo is 
better, looks finer and is stronger.

5. These are kind of more like pitchers, but we like the 
word “vase” better. You could also say “ewer,” for ex-
ample.

6. Though the emperor and his contemporaries were 
using vases to pour their hot water, his description 
alludes to all the issues we modern tea drinkers face 
when evaluating a kettle for gongfu tea.

7. Try making some matcha with seven pours, whisking 
vigorously between each one. It has an amazing ef-
fect!

8. Viz., depending on the size of the tea bowls.

9. This may seem confusing, considering the previous 
section on the water vase. However, as we shall see, 
the emperor will discuss different ways of whisking 
tea. Diancha style of whisking requires seven streams 
of hot water, but there is another style that used a la-
dle similar to the hishaku used to whisk tea in Japan. 
We often think that temperature is not important in 
matcha whisking, but it is. And, anyway, the tea was 

also different in Huizong’s time. Another possibility 
is that they whisked in one larger bowl and then la-
dled into smaller bowls to share, as we see in the em-
peror’s painting we have discussed throughout this 
issue (shown on pp. 32-34).

10. Literally it is “light” as in not heavy. At the Center, we 
always ladle water from the top of the water urn and 
leave the bottom for the plants. When water is not 
moving, the lightest element will rise to the surface. 
This is also true when gathering water in Nature. You 
can experiment by letting water sit in a pitcher for a 
few minutes and then pouring from the top, dump-
ing out a lot and then pouring from the bottom into 
a separate cup to compare the difference. The effects 
of lighter water are even more evident in whisked tea.

11. Zhongling (中泠) is at Zhenjiang (鎮江) while  
Huishan (惠山) is at Wuxi (無錫), both are in  
Jiangsu Province (江蘇).

12. It should be used often so the water is not stagnant. 

13. This refers to the size of the bubbles. This is elaborat-
ed in the July 2015 issue of Global Tea Hut, which 
was devoted to “Water, the Mother of Tea.”

14. We have found that this is not the case. It is a neces-
sity of using a spoutless pot to boil one’s water, like a 
Japanese kama. These cannot be emptied before add-
ing new water. We have found that it is always better 
to use all of one’s water and then only start again. 
Adding cold water to hot water destroys the water’s 
structure and it never recovers. Experiment!

Zhang Zeduan (1085-1145)

“Riverside”



Song Dynasty “Rab-

bit’s Fur” bowls for 

whisked tea.

The “delicate white 

highlights” are caused 
by the glaze running 

down in firing. This 

technique is difficult 

to achieve and many 

pieces are lost.
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Celadon from the 

Song Dynasty is 

amongst the greatest 

ceramics ever pro-

duced.

Above is a modern 
version of “Rabbit’s 

Fur,” which is easier to 

achieve nowadays due 
to gas kilns.
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Dian;1 Preparing and Whisking the Tea

There are many different ways to whisk tea. In this 
dynasty, we’ve developed a new way to prepare tea, 
which starts by mixing the tea powder with a small 
amount of water. Some people pour hot water immedi-
ately after this, and start to whisk forcefully, and often 
with too light a whisk. More than likely, they will not 
achieve the finest foam, which should froth to the con-
sistency of millet or the eye of a crab.2 This unfortunate 
situation is called a “languid point.”3 If one fails to cre-
ate the desired foam, it is most often attributable to one 
or more of these three errors: the hot water was added 
too early, the whisk was not heavy enough or perhaps 
the whisk was not handled with care. Beyond adding 
water before the tea powder has had enough time to dis-
solve, the whisking motions are often too vigorous. The 
result is a bowl of disappointingly dull green water with-
out any white foam to speak of. 

Another way to brew undesirable tea is to add hot 
water while the hand and whisk are moving intensely.4 

In this case, some bubbly spots of froth might arise spo-
radically, but they shan’t find one another and grow into 
a promising foam. These sparse bubbles are called “rising 
dough.”5 The reason for this is that the brewer waited 
too long after the initial water was added to the pow-
der or poured in too much hot water. It could also be 
because the wrist and fingers grasping the whisk are not 
limber enough.6 If the whisking is not fluent and unin-
hibited, the foam fails to grow into a thick layer of stiff 
froth that covers the whole of the tea liquor. Not only 
that, the commotion caused by ungraceful whisking 
leaves unattractive froth marks, called “legs,” around the 
inside of the bowl.7

Masters will first stir the tea powder in the appropri-
ate amount of water until the solution reaches a certain 
viscosity, akin to paste. Then, they will gently pour hot 
water round the rim of the bowl so slowly that the tea 
is barely disturbed. The whisking begins with a softness. 
The master’s wrist will begin to gyrate in circular move-
ments. The circles will then ellipse into larger orbits so 
that he can add more hot water to the tea. After that, 
the velocity will gather momentum. The fingers grasp 
the heavy whisk loosely yet firmly8 so that the wrist 
can swing, spin and twirl in full freedom and grace. 
The master whisks the tea to completion, not unlike 
the proper kneading of dough. Before you realize it has 
happened, foam arises like bright and twinkling stars 
shining in glory around the moon. At this point, the 
foundation of the tea is set. Just then, a second gust of 
hot water is poured into the bowl in a circular stream. 
This time, it does not need to be poured along the rim 
so slowly, but rather introduced swiftly and stopped just 
as abruptly. It is poured in so steadfastly that the surface 
of the tea is virtually untouched. After more powerful 
whisking, a greater foam will start to arise and pile up 

like a treasure of pearls. The amount of hot water in the 
third stream can be much greater. After that, the whisk-
ing fades to a gentler and yet steady pace. After whisking 
everywhere, even onto the bottom of the bowl, millet 
and crab eye appear. At this stage, the tea is two-thirds 
done. When it comes to the fourth gust of water, the 
master only adds a little. And as the ellipse of motion 
grows wider, the whisking also continues to slow down. 
More froth with colorful reflections, like cloud and mist, 
will rise up. Then it is time to add a liberal fifth shot 
of hot water, whilst gripping the whisk more loosely 
and continuously whisking throughout the whole bowl. 
If there is any place that the foam is too thin, the mas-
ter will whisk in heavier strokes throughout that area. 
On the other hand, one should remember to wipe 
away excess foam if necessary. When the surface looks 
like a crisp frost or freshly fallen snow, then the tea has 
reached its peak. This is when the sixth gust of hot water 
shall be poured into the point where the froth is thick-
est, and followed by gentle strokes of the whisk around 
any creamy spots to even it all out. Then comes the final 
touch, but only if the tea seems too strong. If it is per-
fect to taste, then there is no need to add the last gust of 
hot water.9 In the end, there should be a cloud of creamy 
foam hovering above the surface of the tea, lingering, 
tumbling and billowing in puffs. This fascinating glory 
is termed “biting the bowl.”10 The clear and light upper 
portion is for drinking.11 The Record of Tongjun says, 
“The white foam of tea is delicious and medicinal. There 
is no such thing as drinking too much of it.”12

 

Flavor

The most important element of the tea is the taste.13 

There are four qualities in tasting fine tea: aroma, sweet-
ness, substance14 and smoothness. Amongst all the teas 
under Heaven, only those from Beiyuan and Huoyuan 
meet all the finest standards in these four criteria. If a 
tea tastes rich, but somehow lacks substance, then the 
leaves were most likely over-steamed or pressed to hard. 
According to traditional medicine, leaves grow from 
a sour stem. Therefore if the stem is too long, the tea 
will taste sweet at first but in the end it will transform to 
a tart or astringent quality. Leaves that are broad, have 
stretched out and relaxed, taste bitter in nature.15 As a 
result, if the leaves are too old, they may taste of such a 
bitterness at first, only to transform into a sweet after-
taste. These are some of the issues that lower quality tea 
faces. However, there are extraordinary teas with the true 
fragrance and spirit of Nature as well.
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Notes

1. Dian literally means a “dot,” “point” or “stroke.” 
Dian refers to the gusts of hot water poured into the 
tea bowls during the process of whisking the tea pow-
der into a fluffy froth. The quality will be a synthesis 
of the power of the water and beauty of the trajecto-
ry, as well as the graceful movements of the brewing, 
whisking a great foam. (You should try it!) 

2. He’s referring to the size of the bubbles.

3. In Chinese, the words jingmian (placid) should have 
been sufficient to describe this stage. The “dian (dot/
point)” here is not really explanatory in any way. It 
sort of makes the whole phrase a compound noun, 
meaning something like “a diancha that has gone bad 
and ventured into this dead calm, which is undesir-
able.”

4. In our experiments, we have found that slowing 
down when adding the seven gusts of water does, in 
fact, improve the tea.

5. The fa (發) here is used in the sense of dough. When 
the dough is left “standing,” it actually rises. The 
analogy is that the bread doesn’t rise; the dough stays 
flat. 

6. The Chinese says, “the fingers and wrists are not 
round.” The importance of having “round” fingers is 
to be flexible, and has nothing to do with the shape 
of the fingers. When one performs piano or violin, 
for example, if one’s fingers are not flexible enough, 
one certainly can't be as expressive, nor even play cer-
tain kinds of music. In Chinese, music teachers tell 
their students to make sure their fingers are “round.” 
The same is true in calligraphy, which is perhaps a 
more relevant example, since the emperor was skilled 
at that art as well.

7. Appreciating the appearance of the tea was very im-
portant to tea lovers at the time, so this would have 

been aesthetically unpleasing. However, we have 
found that if tea is whisked well, it also smoother and 
better to drink, in most every way.

8. What could be more Daoist? Our Taiji teacher used 
to say this very thing.

9. This may be an homage to Lu Tong’s Seven Bowls, 
which says, “The seventh cup sits steaming—it 
needn’t be drunk, as one is lifted to the abode of the 
immortals.” Even otherwise, leaving out the seventh 
gust of water is poetic and insightful.

10. To “bite,” refers to how the foam clinging to the bowl. 
Doucha (鬥茶), or “tea fights,” were contests to see 
whose foam could outlast others, whose was thickest 
and best. Literally, the last one standing won. 

11. We aren’t sure if one was meant to scoop out the 
lighter top portion into another bowl to drink or 
simply watch out for the residue at the bottom when 
drinking from that same bowl. 

12. This record on medicinal herbs has sadly been lost, 
but it was well-documented by many authors as early 
as the fourth century CE.

13. Huizong is suggesting that the truth is in the bowl, 
and that tasting is believing, i.e. more important than 
the aesthetics of brewing and of the foam as he was 
discussing in the last section.

14. Huizong uses a word that means “heaviness” or “ro-
bustness.”

15. This is insightful, because leaves do stretch and while 
buds are yang expressions of an outward and upward 
moving energy, older, thinner leaves are inward-mov-
ing photosynthesizers.
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Fragrance

The pure, unadulterated fragrance of a fine tea is 
greater than all the incense and perfumes in the royal 
cabinet.1 However, only those tea leaves steamed to 
perfection, pressed to the right degree to bring out the 
essences and remove excess moisture, ground and com-
pressed in the same day will exhibit such excellence. 
When brewed, a perfectly made tea reveals the gorgeous 
and awakening fragrance of a crisp autumn breeze. On 
the other hand, tea that has too much moisture in the 
cake will smell sour and taste foul, in the same way that 
an almond that has been in a cracked shell for some 
time turns sour.

Color

The best tea is pure white in color. Greenish-white 
tea is second best; grayish-white the third and yellow-
ish-white the next. If Heaven bestows the weather, and 
all the processing steps are done with skill, then the 
leaves can be pure white. During the warm season, buds 
grow too quickly and there is not enough time for pro-
cessing the leaves to the last on the same day they were 
plucked, and thus the finished cakes will be yellow-
ish-white. If the leaves are under-steamed or pressed too 
lightly, then the cakes will be greenish-white. On the 
other hand, over-steaming will make the leaves gray-
ish-white, while too little pressure results in cakes that 
are olive green. And if the cakes are over-roasted, they 
will turn out dark red.

Drying & Storage

Tea cakes that have been roasted multiple times 
become too dry on the outside and lose their fragrance 
in the process. On the other hand, leaves that are not 
roasted long enough will crumble, become spotty and 
taste weak. It is vital to dry the fresh buds to the per-
fect level, removing all the moisture without damaging 
the leaves. When roasting, one should build a fire in 
the center of the brazier first, then cover most of the 
wood with ash, while still leaving room for the flames to 
breathe. The ash should be scattered with a light touch 
to ensure the fire is not smothered. Let the fire burn for 
a while. After it has reached a stable balance, place the 
baking basket on top of the brazier. Dry out the bas-
ket first, before adding the tea cakes. Line up the pack-
ets along the walls of the basket, opening each one to 
expose the tea cakes inside. Do not leave a single cake 
covered by packaging paper.2 Flip the cakes frequently 
as they dry, and when they are done, wrap them back 
up as soon as possible. One should adjust the fire to the 
size of the basket and the amount of tea to be baked.  

The fire should never be so hot that one can’t bear 
to place one's hand over the brazier without getting 
burned.3 Gently press the tea cakes every so often to see 
if they are only warm on the outside. Such pressure also 
ensures that the dry heat be evenly spread throughout 
the whole tea cake and dry out the inside as well. Some 
people think that tea should be dried at body tempera-
ture, but a flame burning at the temperature of a per-
son can only dry the surface of a tea cake, not the inside. 
Then, one will be forced to roast such cakes again, lest 
they become damp or soggy. After all the drying is done, 
put all the re-packaged cakes in an old lacquer case and 
seal them.4 If the lacquer container is left closed when it 
is wet outside, then the tea cakes can be re-roasted only 
once every year and the color will remain as fresh as the 
day they were made.

Famous Teas

The famous teas are made of the very best each 
region has to offer. For example, one can feel the effort 
and sacrifice in Taixing rock tea,5 cultivated on such 
barren, flat and rocky land; or Qingfeng Suicha,6 which 
grows on high cliffs, tastes stern; just as one may taste 
the innocence of Dalan tea,7 Xieshan tea8 blooms on 
islets and tastes alone. The light Wuchongzuo,9 also 
known as “Monks Walking on Water,” seems made out 
of mulberry buds. Jiuke10 or Qiong tea11 is tough like 
the pebbles in birds' nests. One can taste all the glorious 
hues of a tea grown on a tree with colorful bark, as one 
can feel the fierce kindness of Tiger Rock tea,12 bestowed 
as a gift from our teachers; and the taste of mahogany13 
is distinct in Wuyou Yenya tea,14 just as the vibrant 
verdure is there in every sip of Garden of Laoke tea.15 
They each have their own specialties, which can never be 
found anywhere else, from any other maker.16 However, 
as time has passed, later generations of tea makers have 
begun to compete with each other, and the competi-
tion has taken a wrong turn. They have bought tea from 
one another, plagiarized each other and mixed their teas 
together. It is a shame that they have not realized that 
the beauty of a tea lies in the dedication to mastery over 
the meticulous process of finishing the tea.17 How can 
transplanting trees from famous places make one's own 
better?18 This is, of course, not the first time in history 
that famous teas have decreased in quality. And it is also 
possible for an obscure garden and tea maker to rise to 
fame after a few years of quality production. As a rule, 
reputation does not guarantee fine tea.19
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Notes

1. He talks of a kind of musk. The other perfume men-
tioned is ambergris. Royal tribute tea sometimes had 
such scents added to cover up processing problems. 
Huizong is criticizing that practice here.

2. A jiao (角)  was the unit of packaging tea in the Song 
Dynasty. Depending on the size of the tea cakes, there 
could have been twenty or forty cakes in a package. 

3. The emperor means after the coals are stable and have 
been covered with ash.

4. Most lacquer has a strong smell. Being a Chajin, the 
emperor would have known to not store tea around 
strong odors. Old lacquer has less of a smell.

5. 臺星巖茶

6. 青鳳髓茶

7. 大嵐茶

8. 屑山茶

9. 五崇柞

10. 臼窠

11. 瓊茶

12. 虎岩茶

13. Toona sinensis, used often in Chinese cuisine.

14. 無又岩芽茶

15. 老窠茶

16. It is very difficult to translate this section of the em-
peror’s treatise. Many of these teas may refer to very 
specific teas grown by masters, as opposed to regions.

17. We think the emperor is saying, quite wisely, that 
competing detracts from one’s ability to focus and 
master one’s skill. Master Takeno Joo said that those 
who speak ill of others’ tea have yet to understand 
tea. We focus on the practice at hand, in other words.

18. We wanted to add an Amen here as well. Growing 
tea from one region somewhere else, or adapting 
processing traditions from another region very rarely 
makes exceptional tea.

19. Amen. Big factories = big quantity = low quality.

20. As we discussed earlier, Huizong deems the tea that is 
not produced by the government inferior.

21. Meaning “roasted” (processed) outside of the royal 
production facilities.

22. The “light-roasted (淺焙)” he mentions in this sec-
tion does no refer exclusively to a way of roasting; it is 
also a general term referring to a group of tea houses 
near Huoyuan, which learned to make tea cakes well 
from the royal tea-making facilities.

23. As Master Lin always says, “Tasting is believing.” This 
is why we always advocate experimentation and pro-
vide you with so many Gongfu Tea Tips!

24. And this is long before agrochemicals! It’s even truer 
nowadays!

The Private Sector20

Aside from the cakes made exclusively for the royal 
family, the rest of the tea is called “waibei,”

21

 the pri-
vate sector. In general, privately roasted tea cakes have 
the following characteristics: they are made up of 
smaller bits, which are often of different tone and hue; 
the cakes crumble easily; and the tea tastes weak. Con-
sequently, it should not be difficult to distinguish them 
from the royal tribute tea cakes. Lately, tea lovers have 
begun to fill their collections with privately baked tea. 
After years of watching the royal tea makers, such as 
those of Huoyuan, private tea producers have learned 
to mimic the shape and style of royal tea cakes fairly 
well. However, a closer look at what seems to be com-
parable reveals a substance that is very different. The 
color of such leaves might shine, looking fine at first 
glance, and yet the quality is ultimately inferior. The 
cakes themselves might be compact, but there is not 
any texture to them. And the flavor might come off 
strong, but it is heavy and lacks fragrance. How can they 
hide the fact that they are making inferior tea? In fact, 

other than the tea called “waibei,” there is another pri-
vately produce tea, which is lightly roasted and called  
“qianbei.” These lightly-roasted tea cakes are mostly 
produced near Huoyuan, so the quality is fairly good.

22

 
The cakes are luminescent and white, and the liquor can 
indeed be whisked into a stiff froth. However, none of 
the four elements of a fine tea, namely aroma, sweetness, 
substance and smoothness, measure up to royal trib-
ute tea. As this very nice lightly-roasted tea still tastes 
inferior to the royal teas, all the waibei teas should be 
even easier to discriminate. Some dishonest merchants 
add persimmon’s buds into their cakes. Even though 
such cakes might look fine in appearance, when the tea 
is whisked, a cotton-like fiber shall appear on the sur-
face and it will be difficult to create a thick millet froth. 
So when in doubt, put the tea to the test by giving it a 
whisk!

23

 The legendary tea saint Lu Yu said, “If the tea is 
adulterated with grass, leaves or anything else, those who 
drink it will find themselves ill.” How can one not take 
caution with regards to what is in one’s tea?

24

The End


